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The LHC era poses challenges to experimenters --discussed in 
the previous session -- and also to theorists.   We in the SLAC 
HEP Theory Group see it as our role to provide resources, 
advice, and expertise to both groups.

The challenge to theorists comes from complexity of LHC 
events.  All ‘smoking gun’ signatures can be produced by the 
Standard Model at some level.  The interpretation of LHC 
data will require imaginative model-building but also detailed 
knowledge of multiparticle QCD. Most university groups have 
one expertise or the other, but not both.  



The SLAC HEP Theory Group has always been known for its work 
on models of new physics and analysis of their experimental 
signatures.

Over the past ten years, we have added specialities in event 
generation and in perturbative QCD.   We thus can provide 
intellectual resources to the experimental and the theoretical 
community.

At the present time, our RAs include 
     an author of MADGRAPH   (Johan Alwall)
     an author of SHERPA    (Tanju Gleisberg)
     the authors of MARMOSET, and dedicated OSET software 
           for CMS      (Philip Schuster and Natalia Toro)
     and members of the BlackHat collaboration for NLO QCD.

Our strategy for helping RAs who are authors of software tools 
build their careers is to make sure that they also have physics 
credentials.



We help to organize several series of meetings associated with 
LHC Physics, and contribute to many more.

West Coast LHC Theory Network Meetings 
(Cahn, Peskin, Strassler)   (7 meetings so far)

Boost09
(Haas, Wacker)



With the LHC, we enter an era in which there is only one major 
high-energy physics accelerator in the world. 

This is the model for all future frontier accelerators.

However, expertise in high energy physics is distributed world-
wide.  Thanks to the grid, the data is available world-wide to 
members of the experiments.

So it ought to be possible to do LHC physics everywhere. 

We are committed to providing intellectual resources to make 
this model work.


